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For that which has saved you from the lesson of the terrible fire of Lanka. O son of wind, you should recite the eight-syllable stotra of Sri Sita.

O Balinandana mahabhang rambhakt listen to the Sri Sita Ashtakshara Stotram which removes all fears.

She is dear to Srimad Rama and is pious and devoted to Srimad Rama. Sri Sita, who is not different from the blessed Rama, is my refuge.
The protector who takes refuge in you shines like the sun Sri Sita, the teacher of the three shapes, is my refuge.

Giver of strength to the powerless, devotion to the devotees. Sri Sita, the giver of liberation, is my refuge for those who desire liberation.

Who never punishes anyone and who is very form of compassion and who is mother of jagat, that maa Sita is my refuge.

Who is distinctive from root conciousness, who is sacchidanand form and who is cause and effect firm that maa Sita is my refuge.
Who is beyond sorrow,. Who resides in divine lok ie saket lok, who is omnipresent, who wears divine ornaments such maa Sita is my refuge.

Who cares, nourishes, destroys jagat, who carries jagat, who creates jagat, that maa Sita is my refuge.

Who is getting worshipped by all good works, who gives results of all work, to that sarveshwari maa Sita is my refuge.

Who is regularly worshipped by avimukt, who should be sung in stutis, who is being served by vimla, utkarshini and other 8 maha Shakti, whose worship gives permanent result, that maa Sita is my refuge.
Who destroys poverty of poor, who is daughter of earth, who is silent form and who gives peace that maa Sita is my refuge.

Who takes away all troubles and suffering, who gives wealth and who gives moksh from life and death, that maa Sita is my refuge.

Whoever regularly chants this sitashtakshar stotram, gets both bhakti and mukti very easily.